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OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL

Re: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Request for Comments -
RIN 2590-AA83 - Affordable Housing Program Amendments

Mr. Pollard,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your recent release of proposed rulemaking regarding the
Affordable Housing Program ("AHP") of the Federal Home Loan Banks (FHLBanks). I am presently
Executive Director of Central Delaware Habitat for Humanity, Inc. Central Delaware Habitat for
Humanity is a non-profit headquartered in Dover, Delaware that has previously sponsored AHP projects
through FHLBank Pittsburgh.

Since 2014, through the AHP program Central Delaware Habitat has been able to build 33 new homes
between Dover, Delaware and Frederica, Delaware. The AHP award has been instrumental in our
capacity to partner with low-income homebuyers to make affordable homeownership possible. The
AHP award is vital in leveraging other funds to complete each project.

We are concerned with the outcomes framework as proposed in the AHP regulation amendments. We
had hoped that the proposed amendments would provide FHLBanks with more flexibility in their scoring
methodologies to allow AHP to adapt to the changing landscape of housing needs in local districts.
However, the proposed amendments introduce an outcomes-based framework for awarding AHP funds
which prioritizes the Federal Housing Finance Agency's (FHFA's) overall housing goals. The
unintended consequence of this approach is that the proposed outcomes essentially eliminate
FHLBank discretion in addressing local housing needs, establish preferences for certain project types
and make AHP less transparent.

Housing sponsors/developers manage multiple layers of capital and operating financing that take years
to assemble. Developers must blend AHP into the total financial package while dealing with the
complexities of real estate development. This makes it imperative for funding to be as streamlined,
transparent and operationally efficient as possible. The outcomes framework as proposed in the
amendments introduces a complex award structure that makes the AHP scoring process unclear and
ultimately a less-attractive funding resource, A scoring-based system is strongly preferred over an
outcomes-based framework and will allow FHLBanks to sufficiently respond to local needs, encourage
all project types to apply and maintain program transparency.

We also have the following additional concerns about the proposed amendments:
. The proposed amendments change the threshold amount needed for projects to qualify as

serving targeted populations from 20 percent to 50 percent. This new threshold is not
compatible with other funders and does not recognize the benefit of a mixed-occupancy
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development, which allows developers to cross-subsidize units in a project. We recommend
retaining the current 20-percent threshold amount.

. Under the proposed amendments, AHP project modifications may be delayed, and^AHF^
'unduly'burdened, due to a new "cure-first" requirement. We recommenclthat e^
lcure-first'requirement be eliminated and the FHLBanks retain their current practice

Fthatany'mod'ified project would still have scored high enough in the funding round to
recefv'e'the'AHP award'had the sponsor applied for AHP funding with the modifications in place.

. The proposed amendments require FHLBanks to evaluate the ability of the sponsor and all
members of the development team to perform the responsibilities committed to jn the^ ^

'tion. 'fhe entire development team may not be in place at the time of^AHPaPPlication^
m'akingTimpossible to assess total capacity. We recommend retaining the FHLBanks' current
practice of reviewing the prior experience of the development team.

. The oroDosed amendments eliminate the five-year retention requirement for homeownership ^
3r'ATthough~this is a beneficial change in most instances, jt introduces elriskofm;susein

^ei:larn "situationl' when the AHP per-unit amount is relatively high that FHLBanks need to have

the'flexibility to address. We recommend allowing FHLBanks the discretion to impose a
retention requirement.

. The "need for subsidy" and "project costs" sections of the proposed amendments do not
.'ailow-for the maximization of coordination with other funding sources. Requiring an

FHLBank'to'independently underwrite a project's need for subsidy and viability is unnecessary
and increases the burden'on sponsors in cases where other funding sources have alr<
Underwritten the prqect We recommend allowing FHLBanksto rely on theunderwritln90foth®r
funderswith comparable standards in terms of cost reasonableness, viability of operations,
development team capacity and need for subsidy.

. The amendments require rental projects with supportive services to creat^two operating pro
formas: one for housing operations and the other for supportive services. The requiremer
causes'protects to 'arbitrarily separate costs and funding streams. We recommend allowing
projects to include supportive services in a project's operating pro forma.

The oroposed changes regarding target populations may make our application less competitive which
would impactthe'number of families that we serve annually. AHP funding js_cntlcaitoou^m;SSK)n^
AMP'S flexibility for unforeseen challenges has always been appreciated when there has been a
fora modification Since our AHP subsidy is high, we would still be in favor of the retention
reouirement.

We commend FHFA for working to update the AHP regulation. However, in light of the concerns above,
werespectfuily ask that you reconsider parts of the proposed amendments, especially the i
outcomTs'framework. Thank you for hearing our ideas on this very important subject. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me at (302) 526-2366 x101

Sincerely,

/ s

Dan Simpson
Executive Director


